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B EACH OF SANCTUARY
Beach of Sanctuary
Sands shifting slowly,
Grains of repair
Reshaping
The deep despair,
Reframing them into
Fully human scapes,
Even escapes,
Refuturing
Our damaged world.
A cocreation
That gives hope,
A collaboration
Of kindnesses
In peaces
Not pieces “The sea breeze”
by Dave Traxson

Wolverhampton Meeting has
been arranging summer outings and holidays for local
sanctuary seekers. We are
fortunate in having access to
a residential facility at
Porthmadog, where we were
able to accommodate three
groups for a short holiday
during August. The guests
were drawn from our Wolverhampton City of Sanctuary Drop-in Centre and included people from 11 differ-

ent countries; in all 8 different languages were spoken.

E XPRESSIONS OF

Dave Traxson, one of the
volunteers, writes:

•

Sanctuary

•

Walking

On the three holiday trips to
the wonderful Gelliwig residential centre at Porthmadog
in August of four nights each
there were 68 participants
supported by 12 Wolverhampton City of Sanctuary
and Quaker volunteers to
support the three groups. Of
those going on the holidays,
47 were asylum seekers, 21
had obtained leave to remain
and the parties consisted of
37 children and 31 adults.

•

Poetry

•

Contemplation

FAITH

Continued on page 2

F RIENDS JOIN PEACE WALK
Quakers joined parts of
an international, interfaith pilgrim walk along
the first 20 miles of
The Two Saints Way,
from St Chad’s Lichfield to St Chad’s Stafford. The walk was
planned by Andrew
Jacobs (Lichfield Meeting) who attends Kings
Bromley Thai Buddhist
Temple for meditation.
Ajhan, the Abbot, led
the walk with his
monks and nuns. Six
more monks, flown in
from Thailand to take
part, are among the
best pilgrim walkers in
the world.

There were many
special moments during the walk, including a stop to pray and
chant at the Katyn
Memorial.

The monks pray before a herd of cows:
Whatever beings there are, may they be happy,
May they be free from suffering
May they be free from hatred,
May they be free from hurtfulness,
May they be free from troubles of body and mind
May they be able to protect their own happiness
Paula Knight, Michele Gerard and Janet
Baker (Lichfield Meeting), and Maureen
Alecock and Fernando de Miranda Candela
(Stafford Meeting), are on the right.

The group was met
and greeted warmly
during the whole
length of the route.
‘Peace on earth I
think will only be
established’, writes
Andrew, ‘when people of all faiths talk
and walk with each
other’.
See also page 10
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B EACH OF SANCTUARY
I think it safe to say that all
involved had spiritually uplifting experiences and warm
feelings of human connectedness.
Some of the joys included:
• a first night stroll to the

marina and steam railway
station where the groups
that arrived at Gelliwig
turned into eager paparazzi
taking photos of friends
and family with the lovely
backdrops that the setting
afforded. It was a heartwarming way to start the
trips and helped cement
the relationships. It also
provided a short walk to
do on other evenings.
• the shared meals created

THE

' COLLABORATION
OF KINDNESSES '
FEATURED EVERY
DAY

caringly by the cooking
team and volunteers to
reflect cultural requirements where the empty
plates and pans spoke for
themselves in terms of
appreciation.
• The lit up eyes and smiles

of children and adults alike
as they took their first
steps on the beach and
paddles in the sea. Paddling, holding hands, digging holes, making
sandcastles, playing beach
games and laughing at the
fun were the big joy of this
'Beach of Sanctuary' as we
started to call it.
• the 'collaboration of kind-

nesses' featured every day,
whether it was people tidying up after a meal; sharing the care duties for the
children; making packed
lunches for others; going
on chatty strolls together
and being considerate and
mindful of others.

QUAKER

( CONTINUED )

• the sharing of food, music

and song from different
cultures was special and,
on some evenings, created
a bit of an inclusive party
vibe.
In addition to the holidays at
the Gelliwig centre, together
with Wolverhampton City of
Sanctuary, Wolverhampton
Quakers helped arrange day
trips during the school summer holidays. We have a
link with Clun Valley Quakers who host an annual day
out on a farm by a river on
the border between Shropshire and Wales, welcoming
about 50 sanctuary seekers
and volunteers.
This year they laid on a day
out with bountiful food,
children’s activities, singing
and dancing. It was one of
those very hot days and the
river was almost dry: undeterred, the children set off
with fishing nets and sought
the few remaining puddles
on the dry riverbed. In rescue mode, they transferred
minnows from small puddles
to slightly bigger puddles.
Over the years friendships
have formed between some
of our sanctuary seekers and
Clun Valley hosts.
A new venue was Carding
Mill Valley. We were welcomed by members of St
Laurence’s Church who laid
on a splendid tea. A picnic
lunch earlier by a stream and
walks into the hills were
enjoyed by some as was the
opportunity to do bargain
hunting in the charity shops
in Church Stretton by others. Children had fun catching small fish in the stream,
carefully returning them to

the water after a short period of observation.
Finally, we took a group of
youngsters and parents to
the Kingswood Trust Activity Centre on the outskirts of
Wolverhampton. Activities
included archery, feeding
sheep, den building and
picking fruit.
Our sanctuary seekers expressed their appreciation in
many ways, including volunteering their services.
Here are some comments:
I would like to thank the whole
Quakers and CofS team for arranging this wonderful holiday
for us. It brought much needed
smiles to our kids’ faces (Ravi,
India).
Thank you to everyone for a
memorable and great day with
very good hospitality and kind
people, everything was good
food, music, and a short walk,
most importantly finding new
friends (Ziba, Iran).
Thanks for inviting us to this
wonderful trip to the beautiful
countryside valley, thanks for
giving our children the opportunity to see and enjoy being in
the countryside, wonderful experience. Thanks for the hospitality, food was amazing. Very
grateful (Salma, Sudan).
In all these experiences a safe
space is created for the time
we spend together, a time
of welcome where sanctuary
seekers can for once relax,
have fun and feel valued and
respected. We are all truly
blessed and enriched by
these opportunities for
shared encounters.
Dave Traxson and
Rosemary Fox
Wolverhampton Meeting.
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C HRISTINE MILLER 1938-2022
Christine Miller, who attended Stafford Meeting for
a number of periods from
1982 onwards, died earlier
this year. A few years ago,
knowing that dementia was
setting in, she invited Gabi
and I to talk about the arrangements for her funeral.
It would be held at Rugeley
Methodist Church, which
she had been attending for
some time, but she wanted it
to have a Quaker input too.
This account is based on
what she told us of her life,
as well as on her own notes
and on contributions by family and friends at the actual
funeral.
Her grandparents were
Quakers when they lived in
Leeds but became Methodists on moving to the Black
Country. Her father would
speak about Quakers from
time to time. He was once
upset to hear on the radio
the news of an execution,
and this drew him to talk
about Quakers again. Young
Christine announced ‘I
would like that’. Her father’s verdict, though, was
that ‘you couldn’t keep still’,
and that she would not like it
because she couldn’t ‘have a
good sing’. The memory of
this stuck with her.
She married Roy Miller in
1961 but in 1963 they were
injured in a car collision. He
died 5 days later. She took
18 months to recover.
In 1977 she went to Rugeley
Folk Club, where she met
Naomi Alexander. Naomi
guided her through a wide
range of English and Ameri-

can folk dances. Eventually
Christine plucked up courage to play her guitar and tin
whistle at Folk Club nights in
Stafford. She could also play
the ukulele and went on to
learn to play the piano accordion too. She played in folk
bands all over Staffordshire
for many years.
It was through music that she
learned that Naomi was a
Quaker. One Sunday Naomi
turned up late for the
monthly workshop at Stafford Folk Club because Preparative Meeting had gone
on so long. There were roars
of laughter when she complained that Stafford Meeting
House was so cold that she
had had to put on her vest
and long johns. She and
Christine talked about Quakerism, and Naomi promised
to take Christine to Meeting
when she was ready. Christine read and thought about
it, and finally went in 1982.
The Meeting House room,
set out as it was then, made
her feel she had come home.
She always remembered the
ritual which accompanied
the ministry given by Leslie
Wain in those days …. the

slow, purposeful rising to his
feet … the regular, sonorous
opening … ‘Friends, ….’
Christine had many talents:
as a gardener who grew her
own vegetables; as a needlewoman, knitter and tatter;
and as a maker and seller of
Poopah dolls, traditional
wooden dolls.
Her dissertation for a Keele
local history course was
called ‘An exploration of
Quakerism in Staffordshire
during the latter half of the
17th century’. Her proudest
achievement was ‘A Different Truth’, a novel on the
same theme (copies of both
items are available from Stafford Meeting).
In her later years she attended St Paul’s Methodist
Church in Rugeley. She told
us that she was not entirely
comfortable with the form of
worship but that she valued
the strong sense of community. It was in this very welcoming church that the funeral was held.
Roger Oldfield
Stafford Meeting

C HRISTIN ’ E ’ S
FAVOURITE BIBLE
PASSAGE , FROM
REVELATIONS :
A ND G OD

SHALL
WIPE AWAY ALL
TEARS FROM THEIR
EYES ; AND THERE
SHALL BE NO MORE
DEATH , NEITHER
SORROW , NOR
CRYING , NEITHER
SHALL THERE BE
ANY MORE PAIN :
FOR THE FORMER
THINGS ARE PASSED
AWAY .
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F ROM L ICHFIELD TO M ALAYSIAN BORNEO ;
THE WILSONS’ NEW LIFE
Dear Friends
When Anne's Alzheimers
was first diagnosed in 2015,
our family in Sabah, Malaysian Borneo, offered to provide care for her, and me,
when this became necessary:
and after eight months residential care, travel restrictions enabled us to accept this offer in July. We
are now settling into
the house which we have
designed together, with carers who come regularly under the guidance of a qualified nurse whose skills include cooking the meals
which we enjoy together, as
in the first attachment; and
we usually share a meal with
the family every day.

Immensely reassuring as it
has been over these seven
years to have this offer from
the family, the decision to
actually make the move has
not been easy. We have
spent a series of visits over
winter months getting to
know our daughter-in-law's
family, who could not have
been more welcoming: it has
taken me time to make the
adjustment necessary for a
move of this order at our age
- Anne's 88th birthday last
month forms the second
picture. The internet connection - emails, WhatsApp,

Zoom - mean that we can
maintain our membership of

the Area Meeting through
Lichfield Friends, who have
been steadfast in their support before and after a meeting for clearness which gave
us the confidence to follow
the advice (27) to live adventurously as we move to advice 29, reminding us to
approach old age with courage and hope, putting in
place arrangements for our
care. The next QFP version
may take more specific account of dementia in its various forms as our life expectancies increase; living with
it does make us draw on the
serenity, detachment and
wisdom enjoined in the advice, and could extend to the
humour which contributes to
the good being raised up as
our intellects falter.
As for our lives here, don't
think of us as cut off in the
jungle clearing featured in
the third picture (ours is the
small house, centre left).

Our daughter-in-law Cynthia
Ong has created two agencies deeply involved in harnessing sustainable development to human rights, especially those of indigenous
people: village needs scarcely feature in a polity dominated by contractors more
ready to build bridges to
nowhere than work collaboratively with people who
have been ignored for 50

The view from the house

years. This is the context of
her organisations' LEAP and
Forever Sabah work with the
Roundtable on Sustainable
Palm Oil, which is the topic
our son Ken will be addressing after Area Meeting business hosted by Lichfield in
December. Amongst a wide
range of other projects, we
have been particularly associated with a water catchment
scheme ensuring a clean supply to the capital's main reservoir through forest conservation by local villages displaced, with inadequate
compensation, when the
dam was constructed; a new
project is electrification
through solar and mini-
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F ROM L ICHFIELD TO M ALAYSIAN BORNEO ;
THE WILSONS’ NEW LIFE ( CONTINUED )
hydro for communities too
remote to have been con-

nected to the national (oil
driven) grid. All this activity
generates a flow of people
coming to our site for workshops and consultation - a
familiar but more sophisticated version of what I was
doing in Malawi in the
1960s.
Life is not all work and no
play. We enjoy watching the
lizards (which can suddenly
take off on stretched membrane, effectively flying) on
the tree trunks beside our
verandah which looks over
and jnto the forest; birds
tend to remain in the canopy
until there is wild fruit to be
consumed in season, this

year disrupted by excessive
rain to the disappointment of
the 26 species of squirrel to
be found in the state. A walk
in the woods - next picture can reveal mosses and ferns
at ground level, with a range
of dragon flies in sunny
patches. These latter are the
subject of citizen science
projects conducted by Ken:
the species present are an
indication of water quality, a
constant preoccupation

ber tree planting - and water
courses silt up.

when forest cover is destroyed - a point readily understood by local people,
who undertake the surveys.
(No dragon flies are hurt in
the process of capture, identification and release.)

We welcome our continuing
contacts with Friends and
meetings. Bearing in mind
that as we are seven hours
ahead of BST, live communication should be in your
mornings and no later than 3
pm; and we won't rouse any
of you at 2 o'clock in the
wee small hours as our
working day begins.
With friendly greetings to all
Anthony and Anne Wilson
KampOng campus, Tenghilan, Sabah

S TAFFORD

SAFEGUARDING

Berry Dicker (Lichfield
Meeting) and I have continued to contact local meetings
to follow-up the training
videos. This initial process is
now complete. Friends have
provided useful feedback to
us, which we will consider at
the annual safeguarding review in January 2023. It is
notable how many Friends
already have good

Ours is not the only presence from Staffordshire in
our neighbourhood - see the
next picture: hillsides are
levelled for new housing, or
terracing for subsidised rub-

knowledge about official
safeguarding procedures
from their work with other
organisations. This means
that any Friends who have
concerns of a safeguarding
nature are never far away
from help. Berry and I are
always available too.
David Morgan
Stafford Meeting

OPEN DAY

Stafford Meeting held an
Open Day on October 2.
There were a number of
visitors over a period of six
hours.
Just as important, Friends
said afterwards, was the impact on them of working
together beforehand to prepare the Meeting House and
to welcome visitors on the
day.
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J UDY B LOCKSIDGE ( 1946-2022 )
Judy Blocksidge attended Stafford
Meeting in the 1980s, with her
husband Peter and their children
Chris and Helen. Peter became a
member and played an active part
in Meeting until the couple
moved to Truro in 2015.
The family gave the following
readings during an oecumenical

V IGIL

FOR SOUTH

vigil for South Africa in St
Mary’s church in Stafford in
about 1989. They were joined
by Gabi Oldfield (Stafford Meeting) and her daughters, Sara and
Susanna, and by Joan Gripton
(Stafford Meeting), all of whom
were attending Stafford Meeting
at that time.

A FRICA :

Judy’s poignant poem, which
frames the rest of the material so
beautifully, refers to Chris. It
reflects something of her deeply
compassionate nature.
The Soweto Uprising began on
June 16, 1976, and the famous
photo below shocked the world.

CHILDREN IN DETENTION

1. SONG ‘GIMME HOPE JO’ANNA’

2. JUDY BLOCKSIDGE

Well Jo'anna she runs a country
She runs in Durban and the Transvaal
She makes a few of her people happy, oh
She don't care about the rest at all
She's got a system they call apartheid
It keeps a brother in a subjection
But maybe pressure will make Jo'anna see
How everybody could a live as one

June 16th 1976, in Staffordshire, England;
I cradle my baby,
Battered and bloodied in his battle of birth.
I wait for his cry and it gives me joy,
I know a mother’s love and I know a mother’s fear.

[Chorus]
Gimme hope, Jo'anna
Hope, Jo'anna
Gimme hope, Jo'anna
'Fore the morning come
Gimme hope, Jo'anna
Hope, Jo'anna
Hope before the morning come
I hear she makes all the golden money
To buy new weapons, any shape of guns
While every mother in black Soweto fears
The killing of another son
Sneakin' across all the neighbors' borders
Now and again having little fun
She doesn't care if the fun and games she play
Is dang'rous to ev'ryone
[Chorus]
Gimme hope, Jo'anna
Hope, Jo'anna
Gimme hope, Jo'anna
'Fore the morning come …..

June 16th 1976, in Soweto,
South Africa;
She cradles her child,
Battered and bloodied in his battle for life.
She waits for his cry, but no cry comes,
Nor will come again.
Oh, sister mother,
The man that shot your child
Was another mother’s son,
How can such love nourish hatred?
How can the fear rear terror
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( CONTINUED )

3. PETER BLOCKSIDGE

7. GABI OLDFIELD

Apartheid has left many horrors in its
wake, butnothing is more grotesque t
han a system that condones the deten
tion, assault and torture of children.
Since the state of emergency was de
clared in South Africa, an estimated
10,000 children have been detained –
2000 of them under the age of sixteen.
At an international conference on
Children and Apartheid, held in
Harare, Zimbabwe, in Septem
ber 1987, South African children
gave testimony of the latest out
rage of apartheid.

A Krugersdorp mother, whose two
children – one fourteen and the
other eighteen - are in detention,
said: ‘I can’t eat … each time I
wonder if my children are eating. I
can’t sleep because I don’t know
where my children are sleeping.
We, the parents of detainees, don’t
feel like people any more. We feel
worthless. I don’t know if we’ll go
mad or die. I am very sore in my
heart. I keep writing letters to the
police for permission to see my
children.’

4. CHRIS BLOCKSIDGE (c. 13)

8. JOAN GRIPTON

An eleven year old schoolboy, Wil
liam Modibedi, told how he had been
taken from his home and detained for
two months and two days. His moth
er, who sat alongside him, said that at
one stage William had been taken to
the government mortuary and after
wards put in a dark room and beaten.

Like a tall oak
I lift my arms to catch the wind
with bruised fingers
and somewhere in the ghetto
a child is born
a mother’s anxiety and pain
hide in a forest of hope.

5. SARA OLDFIELD (c.13)
A thirteen year old girl, Mabusa, was
shot at her home in Botswana by sol
diers wearing masks. She is paralysed
from the waist down and confined to a
wheelchair. She told how she had
been shot in the stomach and again in
the back as she ran from the house
when the shooting started.

Like a straight pine
I point my fingers at God
counting a million scars
on my dreams.
and somewhere in the ghetto
a woman writes her legacy
on leaves of despair.
Like a weeping willow
I drop my soul into a pool of fire
somewhere in a dark sanctuary
I hear the sound of a freedom song:

6. SUSANNA OLDFIELD (c. 11)
Parents told how their children were
picked up by police outside the school
gates – the authorities refused to say
where they were being held. These
children and their parents came out of
South Africa to tell the world what is
happening today in the name of apart
heid. They showed great courage
in going to Harare and running the
risk of being victimised further on
their return.

The child has risen
and walks defiantly
towards the lion’s lair
undaunted, unafraid.
‘Azanian Love Song’, written in 1983
by Don Mattera (1935-2022), South
African poet and political activist.
‘Azania’ was a word used for South Africa
by many black activists.
Don Mattera
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W HITHER RELIGION ?
The original Middle Eastern
words used for God - ‘El’ or
‘Al’ - actually mean ‘That’,
‘The One’ or ‘that One
which expresses itself
uniquely through all things’.

D OES

ORGANISED
RELIGION
PERPETUATE
DUALISTIC
THINKING AND A
SENSE OF
SEPARATION
FROM A LL THAT
IS , INCLUDING
FROM E ARTH
AND N ATURE ?

References:
‘Prayers of the Cosmos’,
Neil Douglas-Klotz
‘A Reason for Living &
Hoping’, Adrian B. Smith
‘The More Beautiful World
Our Hearts Know Is
Possible’, Charles Eisenstein
‘Riders on the Storm: The
Climate Crisis and the
Survival of Being’, Alastair
McIntosh

The word ‘God’, rooted in
‘good’, implies there is also
bad and thus a duality of
thinking as exemplified by
‘religion’ v ‘secular’,
‘spiritual’ v ‘material’ and
‘holy’ v ‘profane’. This is a
feature of the West. In other parts of the world and in
all the great scriptures there
is a Unity of Life and the
spiritual dimension does not
exist separate from all other
aspects of life.
There are signs that Western
dualistic thinking is coming
to an end and the whole
world is progressing to a
higher state of consciousness, perhaps helped along
by science indicating everything is part of one big interrelated Whole, something
which ‘El’ and ‘Al’ implicitly
implied all those thousands
of years ago. Certainly more
people are acknowledging
their innate spiritual ‘side’
but without involvement in
institutionalised religion.
Does organised religion perpetuate dualistic thinking and
a sense of separation from
All that is, including from
Earth and Nature? Humanity, and much else of life, will
not survive without a realisation of our interbeing with
Earth, Nature and All that is,
and of our need for community, sharing and cooperation beyond our cur-

rent vision of life and politics. Such realisation would
move us towards living within Earth’s limits, a vastly
simpler, localised and more
satisfying life. Love for people and planet into the future
requires far-reaching changes, e.g. a sharing of resources, making things last,
and caring for each other
into old age as standard practice. A new economic system would mean no-one
would want for a comfortable home or access to
healthy, nutritious food.
Growing our own food and
shared local growing
schemes would be a part of
this.
We have not yet discovered
a way of generating sufficient
energy to meet current, let
alone future, demands without inflicting more ecological harm, which is already
causing climate disruption
and death. Nuclear is out of
the question unless we find
an ecologically sound way of
dealing with the waste, and
there may be other genuine
objections too. What we do
to Earth, we do to ourselves!
Even electric batteries could
cause huge ecological damage, e.g. if a lithium mine in
Chile is quadrupled in size to
cope with the currently expected demand from the
UK, the semi-arid grassland
would turn to desert and
nomadic herders, our kith
and kin, would be displaced,
a kind of colonialism mark 2.
Time to regard Earth and all
life as sacred, to simplify and
use less energy and resources, even more or less

making do with what we
have already extracted.
There’s no time left to wait
for that magic, truly clean
energy.
I have left organised religion
because I could not wait any
longer for group think and
organisational inertia to
catch up with the Earthencompassing spirituality
urgently needed for the farreaching changes referred to
above.
I hope Quakerism will
change to include being a
pattern and example of simple, sustainable and local
living. In my view, in a sustainably-living world, organised religion (but not necessarily spiritual networks)
will probably come to an end
as the vast majority of people
will be aware of our interconnection with All that is
and many will reflect or
meditate around that on a
daily basis in their locality, as
I experienced first-hand
when on a course at Findhorn Eco-village.
The ecologist Rudolph Bahro
wrote: ‘When the forms of
an old culture are dying, the
new culture is created by a
few people who are not
afraid to be insecure’. Are
Quakers amongst those few?
Rob Horton,
ex-Stafford Meeting.
rob.horton@phonecoop.coop

01889 881345
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J ULIAN MEETING IN STAFFORD
I started a Julian prayer
group last October, which
seems to be going well – we
regularly have between five
and twelve present.
A Julian Meeting is a group
of three or more people who
meet regularly for silent,
Christian contemplative
prayer. People from all denominations, or none, are
welcome. They are named
after Julian of Norwich, a
14th Century Christian mystic. Contemplative prayer
has been part of Christianity
from the beginning. Jesus
spent whole nights alone in
prayer. The Desert Fathers
(3rd Century) and our own
Celtic hermits sought places
to be alone with God. But
for some centuries the
Christian churches neglected
this most basic form of contemplative prayer.
In the 1960s and 1970s, with
the great interest in eastern
forms of mysticism and meditation, many people realised
that the Church had not
taught people about its own
tradition of contemplative
prayer. In 1973 a letter in

English church papers of
various denominations led to
people in eleven areas setting
up contemplative prayer
groups. Today there are
many Julian Meetings in the
UK and worldwide. There
are no offices in England but

David Holgate's statue of
Julian of Norwich, outside
Norwich Cathedral,
completed in 2000

a council of a dozen volunteers work from home.
I wanted to start a group in
Eccleshall when we moved
there, in order to meet new
people. I have always been
attracted to, and practised
contemplative prayer. However, I found no-one inter-

G OD LANGUAGE
When I first came to Quakers, there was a lot of talk
about `God language`.
Should we use the word God
more or less? What other
words could/should we use?
And various other questions.
The answer then seemed
quite straight forward to me
as it still does. There is a
wide range of people within
the Society, with a wide

range of backgrounds, beliefs
and understanding. Therefore, we need a wide range
of language, both to welcome everyone and to allow
everyone to describe their
experiences as much and as
easily as possible.
Gayle Yeomans
Stafford Meeting

ested there, so I talked to
those who had been part of a
group in Stafford, which had
had to close down, and together we have managed to
revive it.
We meet in the Quaker
Meeting house in Stafford,
on the second Tuesday of the
month, just before 10.30.
Our numbers have varied
from five to twelve, but we
feel convinced that the meetings are fulfilling a need. We
take turns in facilitating a
Meeting, starting sometimes
with a short reading, or
prayer, or piece of music.
We then have a period of
silence, which lasts half an
hour, before a few closing
words, and coffee and
friendship.
If anyone wants to know
more they are welcome to
contact me through:
secretary.
sdff@btinternet.com
The fullness of Joy is to behold God in everything
Maggie Jeays
Stafford Meeting

C ONTEMPLATIVE
PRAYER HAS
BEEN PART OF
C HRISTIANITY
FROM THE
BEGINNING .
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F RIENDS JOIN PEACE WALK

S HARE

IN THAT
FEELING OF
PEACE

When Gayle Yeomans posted that there was to be a
Buddhist-led Peace Walk
from Lichfield to Stafford I
thought would try it. It was
taking place in three stages,
the final one being from Milford Common to Stafford. My husband Alan gave
me a lift to Milford to start
at 8 o'clock. Apart from a
few dog walkers there was
no one there. I headed to
the toilets and met Fernando
from Stafford Meeting. We
agreed that if no one had
turned up by 8.15 we would
return home. Just then a
carload of ladies from Lichfield Meeting arrived with
the news that the minibus
was on its way. Sure enough
it arrived and about 10 or 12
beaming, saffron-clad appeared together with about 6
Buddhist nuns and a few
other people who had been
on the whole walk. There
were introductions and one
of the English monks (most
of them were Thai) started
to talk to Fernando in Spanish - and then Portuguese. Fernando was delighted and amazed that the
monk could speak so fluently
despite the fact that he had
not been to Spain or Portugal.
We followed the monks,
many carrying Union flags
(somewhat to my surprise),
across the common but instead of going down by the
canal as I'd expected we followed a footpath through
fields and woodland, falling
into conversation with our
fellow walkers. There were
a few stiles which the monks

( SEE
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Final
photographs at
St
Mary’s.
Maureen
Alecock
is in a
pink
cardigan.

managed to clamber over,
hitching up their robes.
Then to my horror we came
to an enormous field with a
large herd of cows with
calves and, I think, a bull
sitting in the middle. And
we were about to go through
the middle with lots of
bright yellow robes and fluttering flags. The monks
stood at the top of the field
(where had I read that you
should never stand above
animals - or was that just
wild animals?) Anyway, the
monks stood and chanted,
and slowly but surely the
herd wandered to the bottom of the field. Was it the
chanting that caused them to
do that or the Thai lady who
held up a little stick which
she told me would make
them go away?
We continued, up a hill that
overlooked the river where
flocks of wild geese were
congregating. Fernando
remarked how little wildlife
there was in the English
countryside compared to
Cuba where he had come
from. We passed the sewage
works and the water meadows near Baswich where

another hazard appeared - a
flock of sheep charging
(well, advancing quite quickly) towards us. A young Irish
man named Tom very neatly
rounded them up and they
disappeared from whence
they'd come. He explained
later that he'd been brought
up on a farm in Ireland and
was used to herding sheep.
As we approached Stafford
we met quite a few walkers
and shoppers, many of
whom asked about our
walk. We got to St Mary's
where we had some chanting
and prayers and photographs. The monks then had
their lunch in the grounds of
St Mary's. They must eat
before 12 and that is the final
meal of the day. The Quaker ladies set off for Victoria
Park to have their lunch and
I got the bus home.
It was a very simple walk,
there were no momentous
events and yet it was a very
moving and satisfying experience. I 'm so glad that I was
able to go on it and share in
that feeling of peace.
Maureen Alecock
Stafford Meeting
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D ECIDING ABOUT A CAR
Should I keep my old diesel/
petrol car or buy a new electric/hybrid car?
To focus my mind, I have
chosen to follow two principles.
First Principle:
Can I decide on the right
thing to do based solely on
the effect on the planet regardless of the financial cost
to me?
Second Principle:
Do my financial circumstances allow me to make
any necessary changes?
As ever, the first principle is
not a simple question to answer. How reliable is the
information that you obtain
on the internet if that is your
primary source of information as in my case? Who
do you turn to for expert
advice when it is suggested
that the “experts” disagree?
1. It appears to be generally
accepted that the production of electric cars creates a larger manufacturing footprint than that of
petrol cars. In their manufacture, micro plastics
are used and mineral
extraction, which can be
unethical, is necessary.
(Cobalt is needed for the
batteries and 80% of the
world’s cobalt comes
from the Democratic
Republic of Congo
where there are issues of
harsh working conditions
and child labour.)
2. There is not yet a safe
way to recycle lithium
batteries which can leak

harmful chemicals into
the ground in land fill
sites.
3. Electric cars must be
powered by electricity.
The key question here is
what sources of electricity are used? Do they use
purely renewable sources
of electricity or coalpowered sources of energy?
Here are two interesting
links.
1. https://
sciencenorway.no/
climate-transport/whatsbest-for-the-climatebuying-a-new-electriccar-or-driving-your-oldpetrol-car-into-theground/1928387
2. https://ypte.org.uk/
factsheets/electric-cars/
what-are-the-downsidesto-electric-cars
What are the downsides to
electric cars?
• Their batteries need rare
metals.
• Making electric cars creates more emissions.
• They are only as green as
their power sources.
There are lots of facts and
figures that you can read as a
non-expert. Suddenly you
find yourself in the world of
statistics which, as we all
know, are often open to
question - damned lies and
all that!!
Of course, the obvious solution is to abandon or at least
significantly reduce your
own use of a car whether it
is petrol or electric.

What am I going to do?
1.

Drive less.
I am fortunate in that I
don’t have to drive at
weekends. I can access
everything I need on foot
– shops, the local park,
the centre of Lichfield,
doctors and countryside
walks from home. My
mobility at the moment
allows me to do this.

2.

Reflect carefully on my
car usage.
At present, public
transport or cycling to
work are not practical
options. I will explore
the possibility of car
share with colleagues.
Outside travel to work,
do I need to use the car?
Is the journey essential for example a journey to
visit an old friend/
relative that cannot realistically be undertaken
using public transport? It
may be essential for my
psychological well-being
but I can also consider
staying in touch in between visits on
WhatsApp or by letter/
email.

3. Keep my current car (8
years old) for the time
being until further research or advice suggests
otherwise.
Advice from someone called
Mihai Sandu. A software
developer interested in writing about programming,
technology, environment,
and self-development. Twitter @mihais77
Continued on page 12

O UTSIDE
TRAVEL TO
WORK , DO I
NEED TO USE
THE CAR ?

S TAFFORDSHIRE

P AGE 12

D ECIDING ABOUT A CAR
I don’t know how reliable he
is! This is an interesting link
to read.
https://medium.com/age-ofawareness/keeping-your-oldgasoline-car-vs-buying-anelectric-car-which-is-betterf04b6ba32ea1
May 24, 2020

a car? A tough one!
The bigger political picture.
What could we do to encourage people to limit the
use of their cars?
1.

1. Is the petrol/ diesel car
less than 10 years old?
2. Do I drive less than
24.000km (15.000
miles) a year?
3. Do I have a reasonably
sized car (like a Honda
Civic)?
If the answer to these questions is yes, then it might be
better to hold on to your old
car for another 3–4 years.

Do I need to use a car?
Is the journey essential?
Why? Be honest with
yourself. Are there alternatives such as public
transport, cycling, walking or at the last resort
car share?

2. If not essential, is the
journey important? Why?
Be honest with yourself.
Are there alternatives?
The more radical question
might be – do I need to own

C LOSING
A RTICLE S

A reliable, regular and
convenient public
transport network available when people feel they
have no choice but to use
a vehicle to travel. Incentives to use it could include public subsidy to
reduce the cost of journeys, greater concessions
and reduced entry fees to
places of interest on production of a bus/train/
tram ticket,

2.

A public transport system
powered by renewable
energy.

3.

Building on from lockdown, greater working
from home coupled with
an employee support
package for home working.

General Questions for Reflection

1.

( CONTINUED

4. A government campaign/ advertising
scheme effectively promoting the use of the
public transport network. It might mean
‘renationalisation’ of
public transport! Are the
public ready for this? Or
do we need to use differ-
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ent language to describe
it?
Postscript
When reading the latest
minutes from Staffordshire
Area Meeting, I noticed
what turned out to be an
excellent link on the very
point that I had been researching.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/
programmes/m00162yr
This is the link to a programme on BBC Radio 4
aired in April of this year.
The series is called Sliced
Bread and this episode explores the producer’s question as to whether he should
buy an electric car. He
came, for the present at
least, to the same conclusion
that I did! It is well worth
listening to on BBC Sounds.

T HE

MORE
RADICAL
QUESTION
MIGHT BE – DO
I NEED TO OWN
A CAR ? A
TOUGH ONE !

Helen Buckroyd
Lichfield Local Meeting

A LFIE ’ S WALKS
Our monthly walks on
Cannock Chase continue all
year round. We welcome
F(f)riends from other Meetings to come with us or just
attend the picnic first. They
are always on the fourth Sunday of the month at 1 pm on
Milford Common.
David Morgan
Stafford Meeting
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